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DEVELOPMENT IN

PAKISTAN
• Pakistan, located in South Asia, is the second biggest market in the 

region. Relatively low competition and a rapidly growing economy are
some of the key factors to attract foreign investers here.

• However, despite its size, it’s still relatively unknown among foreign
companies and investors.

• Pakistan is also part of the Next- Eleven (N-11) countries in the world. 

• According to Goldman Sachs Inc., these countries have the potential to 
become world’s largest economies of the 21st century.

• Pakistan’s population is rapidly growing and is predicted to reach 300 
million by 2050. Imagine the possibilities Pakistan’s economy unlocks 
in  the future for business and employment opportunities.



THE TWIN

CITIES
• The twin cities are considered the most beautiful cities of Pakistan, 

Islamabad which ranks 2nd most beautiful capital of the world along-
side its neighbor, Rawalpindi, are located in the heart of Pakistan.

• These cities enjoy all climates, mountainous region, have the highest 
literacy rate, provide maximum opportunities of business, employ-
ment, high class living and investments. 

• Due to its diverse nature apart from the other cities in the country, it is 
attracting settlers, tourists, businessmen and investors from overseas 
and from all over Pakistan.

• These cosmopolitan areas have a population growing at the avg. rate 
of 3.5% (approx.) every year, increasing the demand of infrastructure 
for accommodation, business and employment.

• Affordability, accommodation for the growth in population and the 
vision of high rise buildings set out by the Government of Pakistan is 
making a shift in the trends of development towards high rise build-
ings.

 
• ZEM Builders is setting the tone of development projects in Bahria 

Town with 4 projects already started along with various planned ongo-
ing projects of different nature in the near future.



RAWALPINDI
BAHRIA TOWN
Bahria Town is one of the most preferred living destination of Rawalpindi, 
a residential gated community like no other. Since the late 1990’s it has 
been at the forefront of real estate development in Pakistan with a vision 
of making it your lifestyle destination.

It has developed high class residential communities, business areas, 
ensured through proper planning and has successfully maintained it since. 
It has provided all the necessary facilities, services, amenities and utilities 
that are not available elsewhere which is the corner stone for its success. 

In addition to that, it has started making architectural wonders in its com-
munities that have established its identity in the local and international 
arena. Some of those wonders include the Grand Jamia Masjid, Icon Tower 
(Tallest building of Pakistan), Dazzling Dancing Fountain, Rafi Cricket Sta-
dium, Hotel & Resorts, Glow Parks, Eiffel Tower, International Standard 
Golf Clubs, Cinegold Cinemas, Hospital & Schools and the list goes on.



FOOTPRINT
ZEM
ZEM builders has been at the forefront of the Bahria town’s luxury real 
estate market since 2005. ZEM has brought new and exciting living stan-
dards to the market that include a world of amenities at your doorstep. We 
strive to provide luxurious lifestyle, whether suburban or urban, high rise 
or garden, we make every community its own distinctive place to live. 

We have also brought new and exciting living space concepts. Providing 
beautiful themed areas that appeal to every age and interest, whether it’s 
a relaxing green enclave for a family, a place to benefit from some exercise 
on gym equipment, an infinity pool with horizon, a lake-inspired land-
scape, or one of the many other lovely areas.



WHY INVEST WITH

ZEM
Since its inception in 2005, ZEM Builders has grown into one of most prom-
inent builders in Bahria Town. We have developed/managed array of resi-
dential, commercial, and retail properties throughout Bahria Rawalpindi. 
ZEM Builders envisions world class luxury living for people of Pakistan, 
and with this ambition at its core, has taken its projects to pinnacle of excel-
lence.
 
While ZEM has handled numerous project sales for Bahria Town, till date 
ZEM builders has undertaken 4 construction projects. Currently 3 of our 
projects are underway, while the 1st one called ZEM Heights is now com-
plete and handed over to the occupants. 

All our projects are known for high standard of construction and exception-
al architectural designs.



OUR

PHILOSOPHY
VISION
We aim to be recognized by customers, employees and peers as an innova-
tive creator of quality and sustainable spaces.

MISSION
We will:
• Conceptualize spaces and solutions
• Respect planet Earth
• Encourage diversity of people and ideas
• Advance the communities we operate in
• Take prudent risk for sustainable returns
• Embrace a forward-looking mindset

VALUES
We embody the following values in whatever we do:
Innovation - Because this is crucial to our success

Collaboration - Because this is the best way to achieve exponential results

Integrity - Because this is at the core of everything that we do



ACHIEVEMENTS

ZEM Heights 1, our first and successfully delivered project by ZEM Builders, 
speaks for our quality of work. The responsibility of our investor's faith and 
trust in ZEM Builders is flourished by our committed services.

Our ambition to provide world class construction standards and luxury 
living on time, sets us apart from rest of the crowd.

ZEM HEIGHTS 1
01



ZEM LAKE VISTA
HEIGHTS

02

ZEM LIBERTY
TOWER

03
Lake Vista Heights is under 
construction in the heart of 
Bahria Town Phase 8 on Main 
Bahria Middle Ring Road, 
having direct approach from 
G.T. Road via Bahria Town 
Phase 7.

Residing alongside a lake, the 
height of its construction will 
expose the beauty of the vast 
scenery of Bahria Town to its 
residents.

Bahria International Hospital, 
Future World School by Roots 
Millennium School, Dr. A. Q. 
Khan School & College, Rafi 
Cricket Stadium, Shopping 
Centers, Restaurants, Recre-
ation Areas & other amenities 
are all situated within a 3 Km 
radius from the project.

Right next to the Statue of liberty 
lies the construction site for 
536-A, Liberty Tower in Business 
District Commercial, Bahria 
Town phase 8, Rawalpindi.

An architectural masterpiece is 
set to be built on to of a hill in the 
emerging commercial hub of 
Bahria Town surrounded with 
growing population and bustling 
with activities. Currently the con-
struction is under full swing.



IDEA BEHIND

ZEM ARK
Welcome to ZEM ARK, an architectural wonder. This exclusive project has 
everything you ever wished for, from first of its kind INFINITY POOL to the 
cutting edge Architectural Design (meant to look like a sailing ship), from 
luxury service apartments and unique commercial spaces to the finest 
shopping spots and leisure facilities all in one spectacular  location.

Its contemporary spaces are set at the  forefront  of an outstanding me-
tropolis. A new window to your world to stay,  work, play and shop like 
never before. There’s a refreshing new way of production coming  soon to 
Bahria Town, which is set to become Bahria Rawalpindi’s most desirable 
business center. A masterpiece that delivers quality of life on par with the  
very best. Designed for people that have grown to appreciate the finer 
things in life, ZEM ARK will offer a vibrant community atmosphere with a 
safe and wholesome ambience. ZEM ARK sets a new benchmark for the 
city’s elite to be talked about address in twin cities. Shouldn’t you consider 
moving up in the world?

INIFINITY POOL FULLY-EQUIPPED
GYM

RETAIL & DINING
OUTLETS

CONFERENCE
ROOM

BREATHTAKING
SUNSET VIEWSRESTAURANTS

HI-TECH BUILDING
SECURITY FEATURES

ICONIC
LANDMARKS



LOCALITY
The location of ARK is overlooking the captivating  modern lifestyle  with 
atmosphere where you can spend your leisure time enjoying a stroll or a 
cup of coffee at a chic café while you watch the world go by. ZEM ARK com-
bines work with a blend of modern styling and contemporary urban chic. 

One of the tallest building situated in the heart of business district of  
Bahria Town, Phase 8, Rawalpindi, along side Statue of Liberty. Facing 
towards the largest mosque of Bahria Town, named The Malik Riaz Hus-
sain Mosque. 



ZEM ARK
FLOOR PLANS



• Front facing shops

• Great visibility from outside

• Spacious shops

• Wide veranda

• High quality construction

• Imported flooring

• 24/7 CCTV camera facility

• Fire safety system

• Maintenance services

• High returns on investment

FIRST BASEMENT

HI-END
SHOPS
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LOWER GROUND FLOOR

SHOPS



• Front facing shops

• Great visibility from outside

• Spacious shops

• Wide veranda

• High quality construction

• Imported flooring

• 24/7 CCTV camera facility

• Fire safety system

• Maintenance services

• High returns on investment

LOWER GROUND FLOOR

SHOPS



• Wide passageways

• Glass lift and Cargo lift facility with outside views

• High quality construction

• Imported flooring

• Maintenance services

• Garbage disposal system

• 24/7 CCTV camera facility

• Fire safety system

• Emergency stairway exits

• Electricity backup generator for lifts

• High returns on investment

GROUND FLOOR

CAFE &
SHOPS



• Front facing offices

• Spacious offices

• Wide passageways

• Glass lift and Cargo lift facility

 with outside views

• High quality construction

• Imported flooring

• Maintenance services

• Garbage disposal system

• 24/7 CCTV camera facility

• Fire safety system

• Emergency stairway exits

• Electricity backup generator for lifts

• High returns on investment

GROUND FLOOR

CAFE &
SHOPS



• Beautiful ambience

• Wide passageways

• High quality construction

• Imported flooring

• Maintenance services

• Garbage disposal system

• 24/7 CCTV camera facility

• Fire safety system

• Emergency stairway exits

• Electricity backup generator for lifts

• High returns on investment

1ST FLOOR

CAFE &
SHOPS



• Beautiful ambience

• Wide passageways

• High quality construction

• Imported flooring

• Maintenance services

• Garbage disposal system

• 24/7 CCTV camera facility

• Fire safety system

• Emergency stairway exits

• Electricity backup generator for lifts

• High returns on investment

1ST FLOOR

CAFE &
SHOPS



• Beautiful ambience

• Wide passageways

• High quality construction

• Imported flooring

• Maintenance services

• Garbage disposal system

• 24/7 CCTV camera facility

• Fire safety system

• Emergency stairway exits
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2ND FLOOR

FOOD COURT
& SHOPS



• Beautiful ambience

• Wide passageways

• High quality construction

• Imported flooring

• Maintenance services

• Garbage disposal system

• 24/7 CCTV camera facility

• Fire safety system

• Emergency stairway exits

• Electricity backup generator for lifts

• High returns on investment

2ND FLOOR

FOOD COURT
& SHOPS



• Child friendly ambience

• Wide passageways

• Waiting area

• High quality construction

• High standard recreational facilities for kids

• Child safety measures

• 24/7 CCTV camera facility

• Fire safety system

• Emergency stairway exits

• Electricity backup generator for lifts

• High returns on investment

3RD FLOOR

KIDS PLAY AREA
& FOOD COURT



• Beautiful ambience

• Wide passageways

• High quality construction

• Imported flooring

• Maintenance services

• Garbage disposal system

• 24/7 CCTV camera facility

• Fire safety system

• Emergency stairway exits

• Electricity backup generator for lifts

• High returns on investment

3RD FLOOR

FOOD COURT
& SHOPS



• Hotel reception 

• Conference room

• State of the art gym and fitness center 

• Kitchen

• Seminar room

• Front Desk 

• Spacious lobby 

• Business center 

• Spa

• Jacuzzi 

• Hotel Resturant

4TH FLOOR

HOTEL
SERVICES
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4TH FLOOR

HOTEL
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• High quality construction

• Quality interior

• Sound insulated floors

• Proper ventilation system

• Wide passageways

• Glass lift and Cargo lift facility
 with outside views

• Imported flooring

• Maintenance services

• Garbage disposal system

• 24/7 CCTV camera facility

• Fire safety system

• Emergency stairway exits

• Electricity backup generator for lifts

• High returns on investment

5TH5, 6TH & 7THFLOOR

SERVICED
APPARTMENTS



• High quality construction

• Quality interior

• Sound insulated floors

• Proper ventilation system

• Wide passageways

• Glass lift and Cargo lift facility
 with outside views

• Imported flooring

• Maintenance services

• Garbage disposal system

• 24/7 CCTV camera facility

• Fire safety system

• Emergency stairway exits

• Electricity backup generator for lifts

• High returns on investment

5TH5, 6TH & 7THFLOOR

SERVICED
APPARTMENTS









• Dedicated Jacuzzi for the floor

• Luxury interior

• Dedicated stairway and lift facility

• High quality construction

• Spacious room with sun facing

• Proper ventilation system

• Imported flooring

• Maintenance services

• Garbage disposal system

• 24/7 CCTV camera facility

• Fire safety system

• Emergency stairway exits

• Electricity backup generator for lifts

• High returns on investment

8TH5, 9TH & 10THFLOOR

PENTHOUSE



• Luxury interior

• Dedicated stairway and lift facility

• High quality construction

• Spacious room with sun facing

• Proper ventilation system

• Imported flooring

• Maintenance services

• Garbage disposal system

• 24/7 CCTV camera facility

• Fire safety system

• Emergency stairway exits

• Electricity backup generator for lifts

• High returns on investment

8TH5, 9TH & 10THFLOOR

PENTHOUSE









• First of its kind Inifinity Pool

• Over looking beautiful srounding landscape

• World class pool features

• Shower & changing rooms

• A new defination of swimming luxury

• Maintenance services

• 24/7 CCTV camera facility

• Fire safety system

• Electricity backup generator

• High returns on investment

11TH  FLOOR

INFINITY
POOL



• First of its kind Inifinity Pool

• Over looking beautiful srounding

 landscape

• World class pool features

• A new defination of swimming luxury

• Maintenance services

• 24/7 CCTV camera facility

• Fire safety system

• Electricity backup generator

• High returns on investment

11TH  FLOOR

INFINITY
POOL



12TH  &13TH  FLOOR

ZEM
FUTURE
HEADOFFICE





12TH  &13TH  FLOOR

ZEM
FUTURE
HEADOFFICE

#weareZEMbuilders
join us today to become part of
the glorious future tomarrow


